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Beyond Borders is a program that aims to empower learners
to become independent, well-informed, and proactive
individuals. By giving emphasis on enhancing their
empathetic understanding and indulging them in social
issues, the program intends to groom them as change-
makers. Beyond Borders is a common platform for learners
around the world for exploring and improving their potential
through open communication, idea sharing, and exchange of
cultural norms and values in an amicable environment. 



SESSION PROFILE AND OUTCOMES
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STUDENTS' GROWTH

Self Expression Confidence

Written Structure Willingness to Initiate

82%
Growth In Students
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Movie Screening
Students enjoyed their summer vacation with movie watching and discussing the Disney
movie Coco. We conducted the event virtually so students could enjoy the movie in the
comforts of their beds and sofas. The team  

Socratic Seminar
We continued conducting Socratic Seminar sessions with students from high school on
various topics. This month, the team focused the seminars on the Evolution of Education. The
session's objectives were to make learners reflect on the growth of the Nepali education
system and brainstorm ways to make it more adaptive to today's generation.
 

Katha Bunaun 
Katha Bunaun focuses on the freedom of expression of young learners as an essential
aspect of developing young minds. The program is designed to assist young learners in
printing their imagination on paper and bringing out the writer within them. The program is
based on specific themes and topics to help them enhance their knowledge of them and
express themselves parallelly. 

Skill Enhancement Session Continues
For our skill enhancement sessions, we focus on helping students improve their soft skills. In
collaboration with Canopy, we began EIC session in June. EIC is a skill enhancement
program that incorporates interactive learning within its working framework. This program is
targeted toward underserved students and marginalized students living in inequality and
social fragmentation. It was halted because of summer vacation but we resumed the session
this month.

Programs in July



SNo. Items Rate Quantity
Amount

(US$)

1 Skill Enhancement Session $350 1 $350

2 Katha Bunaun $600 1 $600

3 Movie Screening $100 1 $100

4 Socratic Seminar $250 1 $250

5 Certificates $2 87 $174

6 Travel & Communication $130 2 $260

 TOTAL   $1,734

Katha Bunaun Session
We have planned one Katha Bunaun session every month, so we will also conduct one in
August. This session will be themed around festivals since the festive season is starting soon
in Nepal.  

Socratic Seminar 
We partner with schools and colleges for yearly programs. Within the partnership, we
incorporate our programs like Socratic Seminars in the schools' calendars and yearly plans.
We have sessions planned out in schools and colleges in August.  

Culture Awareness Program
As the school year is drawing closer in the USA, the team in Nepal will now finalize the
students for culture exchange and begin culture sensitization sessions. We also conduct
sessions to aware students of different learning abilities, so they can empathize with their
friends from Churchill more.  

Way Forward in August 

Budget
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Thank you for your interest in making a difference!
 


